The Iterated Immediate Snapshot model (IIS), due to its elegant topological representation, has become standard for applying topological reasoning to distributed computing. In this paper, we focus on relations between IIS and the more realistic (non-iterated) read-write AtomicSnapshot memory model (AS). We grasp equivalences between subsets of runs of AS and IIS (we call them sub-IIS and sub-AS models). To establish an equivalence between a sub-AS model M and a sub-IIS model M , we need two algorithms, a forward simulation F : AS → IIS and a backward simulation B : IIS → AS, such that B(F (M )) ⊆ M and F (B(M )) ⊆ M . AS and IIS are provided with such simulations and, thus, they have the same task computability power. However, the relations between proper sub-AS and sub-IIS models remained unclear until now.
Introduction
Iterated memory models for distributed computing (see a survey in [19] ) are like Fast Fourier Transform for communication: without them reasoning becomes hard and messy.
In an iterated model, a set of processes pass through a series of disjoint communication-closed memories M 1 , M 2 , . . .. The most popular one is the Iterated Immediate Snapshot model (IIS) [4] . Processes access the memories one by one, each time invoking the immediate snapshot operation [3] that writes to the memory and returns a "closely following" snapshot of the memory contents. Once memory M k is accessed, a process never comes back to it. We contrast IIS with the more realistic read-write Atomic-Snapshot model (AS) in which every process accesses persistent memory by alternating updates of its dedicated memory location with taking atomic snapshots of the whole memory content [1] .
The conventional AS model can easily implement IIS using a distinct instance of the one-shot IS implementation [3] for every memory M k . The opposite claim is in general not true, since the IIS model admits runs in which some slow processes are never "noticed" by other processes even though they take infinitely many steps. However, as shown by Borowsky and Gafni [4] , the IIS can simulate AS in the non-blocking way: in every IIS run, the algorithm of [4] simulates an AS run in which at least one live (taking infinitely many steps) process succeeds in simulating infinitely many reads and writes. This algorithm was later generalized to L-resilient adversaries [9] by Gafni and Rajsbaum [11] , where L is a superset-closed adversary [5, 17] , defined as a superset-closed collection of correct sets. In [11] , at least one correct set appears live in the simulated run.
Therefore, AS and IIS (we call the two models wait-free as they put no restrictions on runs) are, in a strict sense, equivalent: there exist simulations F : AS → IIS and B : IIS → AS, and thus AS ⊆ B(F (AS)) and IIS ⊆ F (B(IIS)). Therefore, in terms of (wait-free) task computability, the two models have the same power. The equivalence turned out to be instrumental, e.g., in deriving the impossibility of wait-free set agreement [2, 15] . More generally, the equivalence enables the topological characterization of task solvability in AS [15, 12] .
Unfortunately, the algorithms of [3, 4, 11] may be hard to use for establishing equivalences between sub-models of AS and IIS, i.e., proper subsets of their runs. Take, for example, the tresilient model M t ⊆ AS, a subset of runs of AS in which at most t processes appear only a finite number of times. The result of the application of the two-way simulation B · F [3, 4, 11] to M t , where t < n − 1 for n processes, contains runs outside M t , e.g., runs in which exactly one process appears infinitely often.
In this paper, we focus on adversarial sub-models of AS [5, 17] , specified by sets of processes that can be live in a model run (for example, M t ), and denoted Adv (AS). We propose a new pair of wait-free simulations maintaining that ∀M ∈ Adv (AS): F (B(M )) ⊆ M . Moreover, for each M ∈ Adv (AS), we establish an equivalent M ⊆ IIS specified by the sets of processes that can be fast in a model run, such that B(M ) ⊆ M and F (M ) ⊆ M . Informally, a process is fast in an IIS run if it belongs to the largest set of processes that "see" each other infinitely often. Our forward-backward simulations ensures that the set of live processes in an AS run converts into the set of fast processes in the corresponding simulated IIS run, and vice versa. Moreover, the simulations preserve the participating sets of the simulated runs. Therefore, given M ∈ Adv (AS), the equivalent sub-IIS model M is defined simply as the set system of M applied to the fast processes.
In summary, this paper formalizes the notion of IIS and fast processes and then proposes a two-way simulation between IIS and AS as follows:
• We replace the trivial one-shot simulation in [3] with a novel long-lived "AS to IIS" simulation that we call LF (for live-to-fast). In the simulation, we make sure that a live process is noticed infinitely often by other live processes in the simulated IIS run, even if the process is much slower than the others. To this goal, we simulate IIS steps with the recently proposed RAP (Resolver Agreement Protocol) [9] and employ a "fair" simulation strategy-at each point, we first try to promote the most "left behind" process in the currently simulated run. Even if the RAP-based simulation "blocks" because of a disagreement between the simulators (unavoidable in asynchronous fault-prone systems [6] ), we guarantee that the most recent view of the blocked process is eventually noticed by more advanced simulated processes.
• To obtain our "IIS to AS' simulation, called FL (for fast-to-live), we extend the non-blocking simulation of [4] with a "helping" mechanism. Here even if a process i is not able to complete its simulated read, it may adopt the snapshot published by a concurrent process j, under the condition that j has seen the most recent write of i. Since every move by a fast process is eventually seen by every other fast process, we derive the desired property that every fast process makes progress in the simulated run. This is reminiscent of the helping mechanism employed in the atomic-snapshot simulation [1] .
Equating the set of live processes with the set of fast processes in the iterated simulated run is illuminating, because our algorithms LF and FL provide an iterated equivalent to any adversarial model [5, 17] . Our simulations also preserve the set of processes considered to be participating in the original run, which enables an elegant characterization of task computability in sub-IIS models [10] . Roadmap. Section 2 relates our results to earlier work. Our model definitions, including the discussion of the AS and IIS models, the definition of fast processes in IIS, and the definition of a simulation, are given in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present our two-way simulation. A couple of minor proofs are delegated to the optional appendix.
Related work
The IIS model introduced by Borowsky and Gafni [4] has become standard in topological reasoning about distributed computing [14, 2, 4, 15, 12] . The IIS model is precisely captured by the standard chromatic subdivision of the input complex [18, 16] , and thus enables intuitive and elegant reasoning about its computability power, in particular, distinguishing solvable and unsolvable. At the same time, the IIS model is, in a precise sense, equivalent to the classical read-write model.
On the one hand, Borowsky and Gafni have later shown in [4] that IIS can simulate AS in the non-blocking manner, i.e., making sure that at least one process that participates in infinitely many rounds of IIS manages to simulate infinitely many steps of AS. Later, Gafni and Rajsbaum [11] generalized the simulation of [4] to L-resilient adversaries [9] . It guarantees that at least one set in L will appear live in the simulated execution. On the one hand, Borowsky and Gafni [3] have shown that one round of IIS can be implemented wait-free in AS, thus, establishing a wait-free simulation of multi-round IIS. But the simulation only ensures that one live process appears as fast in the IIS run.
Our algorithms, in contrast, maintain the equality between the set of live processes in AS to the set of fast processes in IIS. Therefore, the simulations can be used to establish equivalence between any models expressed via sets of live, resp. fast, processes.
The relations between different simulation protocols are summarized in the following table: live(IIS) ⊆ fast(AS) fast(AS) ⊆ live(IIS) From IIS to AS Borowsky and Gafni [4] ∃p ∈ fast(IIS) : p ∈ live(AS) Gafni and Rajsbaum [11] ∃X ⊆ fast(IIS) : X ⊆ live(AS) This paper From AS to IIS Borowsky and Gafni [3] ∃p ∈ live(AS) : p ∈ fast(IIS) This paper
Together with a companion paper [10] , this paper appears to be the first to formally define the notion of a fast process in IIS, streamlining the intuitive definition proposed in [7] . In [10] , the equivalence between adversarial restrictions of AS and IIS is used to establish a generalized topological characterization of task computability.
Our AS-to-IIS simulation presented in Section 4 offers a novel use of the Resolver Agreement Protocol (RAP) proposed in [9] , where a set of simulators try to maintain the balance between the simulated processes by promoting the "most behind" process that is not "blocked." Our IIS-to-AS simulation presented in Section 5 is based on the non-blocking simulation of [4] , with the helping mechanism similar to the one used in the original atomic snapshot construction [1] .
Herlihy and Rajsbaum [13] also considered the problem of two-way simulations between iterated and non-iterated models, but their results only concern t-resilient models and colorless tasks.
Rajsbaum et al. [20] introduced the Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot (IRIS ) framework, where the restriction is defined via a specific failure detector on the per-round basis (not necessarily affecting the set of fast processes). A run in an IRIS model may be cast to an AS run with an arbitrary live set, which seems to make the IRIS framework less convenient in relating iterated and non-iterated models than our adversarial sub-IIS.
Definitions
In this section, we recall how the standard read-write and IIS models are defined, discuss the notion of a fast process in the IIS model, and explain what we mean by simulating one model in another.
Standard shared-memory model. We consider a standard atomic-snapshot model (AS ) in which a collection Π = {1, . . . , n} of processes communicate via atomically updating their distinct registers in the memory and taking atomic snapshots of the memory contents. AS is equivalent to the standard read-write shared-memory model [1] . Without loss of generality, we assume that every process writes its input value in the first step and then alternates taking snapshots with updating its register with the result of it latest snapshot. This is known as a full-information protocol. We say that a process participates in a run E if it performs at least one update operation. Let part(E) denote the set of participating processes in E. A process i is live in E if i takes infinitely many steps in E. Let live(E) denote the set of live processes in E. Clearly, IIS model and fast processes. In the IIS memory model, each process is supposed to go through a series of independent memories M 1 , M 2 , . . .. Each memory is accessed by a process with a single immediate snapshot operation [3] .
A run E in IIS is a sequence of sets of processes S 1 ⊇ S 2 ⊇ . . . , with each S r ⊆ {0, . . . , n} consisting of those processes that participate in the rth iteration of immediate snapshot (IS). Furthermore, each S k is equipped with an ordered partition: S r = S 1 r ∪ · · · ∪ S nr r (for some n r ≤ n), corresponding to the order in which processes are invoked in the respective IS.
Fix a run E = S 1 , S 2 , . . .. The processes i ∈ S 1 are called participating. If j appears in all the sets S k , we say that j is infinitely participating in E. The sets of participating and infinitely participating processes in a run E are denoted part(E) and ∞-part(E), respectively.
If i ∈ S r (i participates in round r), let V ir denote the set of processes appearing in i's r-th snapshot in E, defined as the union of all sets in the partition of S r preceding and including
It is immediate that for all processes i, j and rounds r, such that i and j participate in r, the following properties are satisfied [3] :
Suppose that either r = 0 or i ∈ S j r ⊆ S r for some r ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , n r }. A set called the rth view of i in the E, view E (i, r) (we will omit subscript E for brevity) is defined, recursively, as follows: (i) view (i, 0) = {i}; and (ii) for r ≥ 1,
The participating set of a process i in a run E, denoted by part(E, i), is the set of processes witnessed by i participating in E, i.e., appearing in at least one view obtained by i in E: part(E, i) = {j|∃r, r : view (j, r) ∈ view (i, r ).
Our definitions can be interpreted operationally as follows. S r is the set of processes accessing memory M r , and each S j r is the set of processes obtaining the same view after accessing M r . Recall that in IS, the view of a process i ∈ S j r is defined by the values written by the processes in S 1 r ∪ · · · ∪ S j r . We say that a run E = S 1 , S 2 , . . . is an extension of a run E = S 1 , S 2 , . . . , and we write E ≤ E , if (1) S j ⊆ S j for all j, and (ii) the views of the processes in part(E) are the same in E as in E. This defines a partial order on R.
If E is a run, we let minimal (E) be the smallest run E 0 such that E 0 ≤ E (that is, for all E ≤ E, we have E 0 ≤ E ). It is easy to see that a unique minimal (E) exists for any E. Now we define fast(E) = ∞-part(minimal (E)). Intuitively, fast(E) is the largest set of processes that "see" each other (appear in each other's views) infinitely often in E.
It is convenient then to define, for each round r of E, a directed graph G r E with processes that participate in r as nodes and a directed edge from i to
E is the union of the graphs G r ,G r + 1, . . .
We say that i witnessed j in round r in an IIS execution E if there exists a path from i to j in G (r) E . A process is fast in E if it is witnessed in every round by every process in ∞-part(E). Let fast(E) denote the set of fast processes in E. Formally, denote by G * E the graph limit lim
is an edge of G * E if E contains infinitely many rounds r such that j ∈ V ir , i.e., i witnesses j in infinitely many rounds.
Let SC(E) be the set of processes in the strongly connected component of G * E . By the containment property of IIS snapshots, in every round r, either i ∈ V jr or j ∈ V ir . Hence, for all i, j ∈ ∞-part(E), we are guaranteed that G * E contains at least one of the edges (i, j) and (j, i). Therefore, G * E has a single sink. In the following, we use some properties of fast processes (the proofs are quite simple and delegated to the appendix):
Proposition 2 For all E in IIS, i ∈ fast(E) iff there exists an infinity of rounds r such that G (r) E contains a path between every process in V ir and i.
Model simulations. In this paper we focus on models in which every process in a set 1, . . . , n alternates writes with taking snapshots of (iterated or non-iterated) memory, using the result of its latest snapshot (or its input value initially) as the value to write. Notice that the updates do not return any meaningful response, just an indication that the operation is complete. Thus, the evolution of the snapshot of a process i in a run E of such a model is characterized by the sequence et V E i,1 , V E i,2 , . . . ... of the snapshots it takes in E. By simulation of a run of a model B in another model A, we naturally mean a distributed algorithm that in every run of A outputs at every process a sequence of snapshots so that all these sequences are consistent with some run of B and, moreover, reflect the inputs of A. The latter intuitively filters out any "fake" simulation that produces a run of B that has nothing to do with the original run of A.
Formally, in every run E of A, a simulation Sim A,B outputs, at every simulator i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a (finite or infinite) sequence of snapshot values U i,1 , U i,2 , . . . .... There exists a run E of B such that:
• for every i ∈ live(E) (resp., fast(E) if A is an IIS model), part(E, i) = part(E , i).
For the sake of brevity, we assume that in the simulated algorithm, as its local state, each process i simply maintains a vector storing the number of snapshots collected by every other process it is aware of so far. The process writes the vector as its current state in write operation. Each time a new snapshot is taken, the process updates its vector and simply increments its number of steps in it. Initially, the vector of process i stores 1 in position i and 0 at every other position. The reader can easily convince herself that this simplification does not bring a loss of generality, i.e., provided a simulation for such an algorithm, we can derive a simulation for the full-information algorithm.
4 From AS to IIS: resolving and bringing to the front
The goal of this section is to provide an algorithm LF (live-fast) that simulates an execution of an IIS model where the set of processes that appear fast coincides with the set of live processes. Our LF simulation is described in Algorithm 1.
Operation. For each iteration of the IIS model, the processes use the original IS implementation [3] . To ensure fairness of the simulation, each process tries to advance the process that is currently the most behind.
Recall that the IS construction [3] involves n recursive levels, n down to 1, where at each level , every process registers its participation and then takes an atomic snapshot. If the size of the snapshot is less than , then the process recursively proceeds to level − 1, otherwise it returns the snapshot as its output in the IS simulation. Since at most n processes start at level n and at least one process (the one that writes the last) drops the simulation at each level, at most processes can reach level .
In our LF algorithm, to simulate a step of a given process, the simulators use an agreement protocol for each level of the IS simulation [3] . More precisely, to simulate the atomic snapshot taken by a process in level , the simulator takes an atomic snapshot itself to compute the set of other simulated processes that also reached level . If the cardinality of the set is exactly , then the simulator proposes 1 to the agreement algorithm. Otherwise, it proposes 0. If the agreement protocol returns 1, then the simulated process completes the IS iteration by outputting the set of processes in level . If the agreement protocol returns 0, the process gets down to level − 1.
To make sure that the simulation is safe, i.e., the simulators agree on the outcome of the simulation, we use the recently proposed Resolver Agreement Protocol (RAP) [9] . This protocol guarantees agreement and validity. Moreover, if all proposed values are the same, then the algorithm terminates. This feature is implemented using the commit-adopt (CA) algorithm [8] . Otherwise, if two different values are proposed, the agreement algorithm may reach the blocked state. The blocked state can be resolved by the simulated process itself: the simulated process writes the value it adopted from CA in a dedicated register so that every live process would eventually read the value and terminate.
Formally, the RAP exports one operation propose(v), v ∈ {0, 1} that returns a value in {0, 1, ⊥} and is associated with a unique resolver process. The following guarantees are provided: (i) Every returned non-⊥ value is a proposed value; (ii) If all processes propose the same input value, then no process returns ⊥; (iii) The resolver never returns ⊥; (iv) No two different non-⊥ values are returned. Operation. Algorithm 1 operates as follows. Every process maintains a shared vector R[i], written by i and read by all, that stores i's perspective on the current simulation. In particular, the sequence of iterations r and levels that a process j has passed through, as witnessed by i, is stored in R[i, j]. The tuples (i, r, ), i ∈ Π, r ∈ N, ∈ N n are totally ordered as follows. We say that (i,
After taking a snapshot S in line 7 of the current simulated state, the simulator i first checks if the simulated process i is blocked (line 9). If so, it retrives the round-level (r, ) at which it is blocked (line 24) and participates to RAP i,r, which necessarily returns a non-⊥ value as i is the resolver this instance.
Otherwise if the simulated process i is not blocked, the simulator i checks if some process j has completed a new round r j such that all processes in V jr j witnessed j in r j (line 12). In this case, every such process j is "frozen", i.e., it is put on hold and not simulated until it performs a physical step (in lines 6 or 20).
In the set of remaining processes, the simulator chooses the "slowest" non-blocked and nonfrozen process, i.e., the process with the smallest round-level (line 22). A process p is considered blocked if for every S[j, p] that contains (d, r, ) with (r, ) = round-level(p, S), we have d = blocked.
(We assume that argmin in line 22 returns a single process, ties are broken by choosing the process with the smallest identifier.)
The slowest process p currently observed (by i) in round-level (r, ) is then simulated using its next instance of RAP, RAP p,r, , which accepts either 1 (exactly processes have appeared on round-level (r, ) in S) or 0 (otherwise). If RAP p,r, returns 1, the process outputs the set of processes in (r, ) as its snapshot in round r and is promoted to round r + 1 (lines 28 and 29. If RAP p,r, returns 0, the process is promoted to level − 1 of round r (line 32). Otherwise, if RAP p,r, is blocked, we mark the status of i as blocked in (r, ) (line 34). Correctness intuition. Our algorithm tries to always promote the process that is the "most left behind" to the front of the simulation, unless a process gets blocked or frozen.
A process i is blocked if two simulators proposed two different values to some RAP i,r, , i.e., one simulator witnessed exactly processes in (r, ) and, thus, i can complete round r and the other proposes i to go one level down in round r and output a smaller snapshot. A process is frozen if it produced a new snapshot that is witnessed by all the processes appearing in this snapshot. This guarantees, according to Proposition 2, that fast processes are frozen infinitely often.
Intuitively, a process i is blocked because another process appeared at its round-level (r, ) (two simulators disagreed whether it was there or not). The last such process p will now be considered the slowest process in the simulation and, thus, will be chosen to be promoted in line 22. Note that p cannot be blocked in (r, ), because every simulator that found p in (r, ) will also find exactly processes in (r, ). This is because p is the last process to reach (r, ). Then p completes round r having i in its snapshot (p sees i in round r). Therefore, by repeating this reasoning inductively, even though i is blocked, another process p can carry the view of i in round r to the front of the simulation. Process i unblocks itself by completing its own RAP i,r, with a non-⊥ output. Now suppose that a process p is observed to have the highest round-level (r, ) just before terminating round r (p is witnessed to be at the front of the simulation by some simulator i). Note that p is going to be witnessed in r by every process that passes round r and, thus, by every fast process. Process p "unfreezes" by taking a physical step in the simulation (in lines 6 or 20) .
The combination of these two arguments implies that a live process i either gets blocked infinitely often or gets frozen infinitely often. In both cases, i is "seen" infinitely by other live processes. Thus: (1) live(E) = fast(E ), and (2) ∀i ∈ live(E): part(E) = part(E , i)..
Proof sketch. Take any run E of Algorithm 1. By the correctness of the IS simulation [3] and the use of the RAP agreement protocol [9] for each atomic snapshot taken in the simulation of [3] , we conclude that for all r, all IS snapshots V ir and V jr produced in E satisfy containment, self-inclusion and immediacy (Section 3).
To construct the simulated run E , we take the set of all snapshots V ir simulated in E. It is easy to see that the snapshots in every round of the resulting run E also satisfy containment, self-inclusion and immediacy. Also, the set of participating processes in E is automatically the participating set for every live process in E . Every fast process is live. Assume for the sake of contradiction that i ∈ fast(E ) but i ∈ live(E). Define R to be the first round starting from which: (i) only processes of ∞-part(E ) take steps and (ii) the snapshots of i contain only fast processes. R is well defined since the processes that appear infinitely often in the snapshots of fast processes are necessarily fast also. Take a round r ≥ R where V ir is simulated after the crash of i in E (recall that i ∈ live(E)). Since i is fast, it will eventually be witnessed in r by all the processes that are in ∞-part(E ) including V ir which are fast and thus in ∞-part(E ) also. But the fact that V ir are fast means that they are infinitely often witnessed by the processes of ∞-part(E ). Therefore, every process in ∞-part(E ) eventually knows that i has been witnessed by the processes in V ir . Hence, i will be frozen by all of them. But since it has already crashed in E, it will never be unfrozen and cannot be simulated after r , contradiction. Consequently, i ∈ live(E) and fast(E ) ⊆ live(E). Every live process is fast. By Proposition 2, every process that is frozen infinitely often is necessarily fast. Therefore, there exists a round R such that a non-fast process cannot be frozen after it reaches R. Now we show that live(E) ⊆ fast(E ). Suppose not, i.e., there are processes i, j ∈ live(E) and a round r ≥ R such that i is never witnesses j in round r in E . Since r ≥ R, j cannot be frozen by i. Let r i be the round of process i at the moment when j completes round r, i.e., outputs V rj (line 29).
Take r to be the first round greater than r i s.t. (i + r )%n + 1 = n. That is, i is the least priority process in round r . Therefore, before i is simulated at some level of r , any other process that is not frozen or blocked must have finished its simulation of round r or of level . Let be the level at which i obtains its snapshot in r and let m be some simulator that simulated V ir .
We observe first that (r, ) < (r , ): otherwise, i will eventually reach level ≥ of round r, find exactly processes (including j) at that level, and output its snapshot V ir such that j ∈ V ir -a contradiction with the assumption that i never witnesses j in round r.
Consider the time after i reaches (r , ) and before it obtains the snapshot V ir . By the algorithm, the simulator m must choose the slowest non-blocked and non-frozen process to simulate. Suppose that j is never observed blocked by m after i reaches (r , ). Since j cannot be frozen by m after R, the algorithm guarantees that eventually, m would bring j to level (r , ) and, thus, simulates a snapshot V ir such that j ∈ V ir -a contradiction. Now suppose that m observes j as blocked in round r or later. Without loss of generality, suppose that j is observed as blocked by m in round r. (Indeed, if i never witnessed j in round r, it never witnesses j in any later round.)
We claim that at the moment the first simulator took its snapshot on behalf of j for round r (in line 7), there was another blocked process k reached (r, ) that later was observed as resolved by another simulator. Indeed, the only reason for j to block in RAP j,r, is that there is another simulator proposing a conflicting set of processes that have been observed to reach (r, ). Moreover, by the algorithm, since the simulators proposed different values to RAP j,r, one of these sets contains exactly processes and the other contains strictly less. Consider any process in the difference between these two snapshots (the atomic snapshots taken in line 7 are related by containment [1] ). Every such process was considered blocked by one of the simulators at the moment it took its snapshot in line 7, otherwise it would appear in all obtained snapshots or would be chosen to be simulated as slower process. For the last such process s to reach level (r, ), RAP s,r, cannot get blocked, because all simulators will propose exactly processes that reached (r, ). Thus, s obtains V sr such that j ∈ V sr and enters round r + 1.
By our assumption, i will never witness s in round r + 1 and (r + 1, n) < (r , ). Therefore, s is not fast and cannot be frozen as r + 1 ≥ R. Moreover, s does not block in round r, thus m should eventually try simulating s in round r + 1. By repeating the argument inductively, we locate a process t that reaches round r + 2 witnessing s in round r + 1.
Eventually, some process that witnesses j in round r will reach (r , ), and thus will appear in V ir . Therefore, i witnesses j in (r, )-a contradiction.
From IIS to AS: identical snapshots and helping
We now describe our algorithm that, in any run of the IIS model, simulates a run of the AS model in which every process alternates updates with atomic snapshots [1] .
As a basis, we take the non-blocking simulation proposed by Borowsky and Gafni [4] . In this algorithm, each process i maintains a local counter vector C i [1, . . . , n] where each C i [j] stores the number of simulated snapshots of j as currently witnessed by i. To simulate a snapshot operation, process i accesses the iterated memories, writing its counter vector C i , taking a snapshot of counter vectors of other processes, and updating each position C i [k] with the maximal value of C j [k] across all counter vectors read in the iteration. In each iteration r of the IIS memory, this is expressed as a single WriteRead r (C i ) operation the outcome of which satisfies the self-inclusion, containment, and immediacy properties specified in Section 3. If all these vectors are identical, i outputs the vector as the result of its next snapshot operation. Initially and each time a process i completes its next snapshot operation, it simulates an update operation by incrementing
We first observe that the original simulation of the AS model proposed in [4] is, in the worst case, only non-blocking. Indeed, it admits runs in which some fast process is never able to complete its snapshot operation, even though "noticed" infinitely often. Consider, for example, the following IIS run: [{1}{2, 3}], [{3}, {1, 2}], [{1}{2, 3}], . . ., i.e., all the three processes are fast and in every iteration, one of the processes in {1, 3}, only sees itself. Thus, in every round one of the processes in {1, 3} outputs a new snapshot and the other two processes do not. As a result, process 2 never completes its snapshots in the simulated AS run, even though it is fast! Therefore, we equip the algorithm of [4] with a helping mechanism, similar to the helping mechanism proposed in the atomic snapshot simulation in [1] . In addition to its counter vector, in each iteration of our Algorithm 2, a process also writes the result of its last snapshot: WriteRead r (C i ) (line 4). Now a process i outputs a new snapshot not only if it sees that everybody agrees on the clock vector, but also if another process produces a snapshot containing i's latest counter value.
Theorem 4 Algorithm 2 provides a simulation of the AS model in the IIS model such that, for each run E in IIS, the simulated run E satisfies (1) fast(E) = live(E ) and (2)∀i ∈ fast(E):
Proof sketch. Consider any run E of Algorithm 2. First we observe that all atomic snapshots of the simulated processes output in E are all related by containment, i.e., for every two snapshot U and U output in the algorithm in line 7, we have U ≤ U or U ≤ U , when the two vectors are compared position-wise. Indeed, for every output snapshot U , there is a round r and a process i, such that all processes that appear in i's immediate snapshot in round r have put U as their clock vectors. Since in the algorithm the clock vector C i is maintained to have the maximal value seen so far for every process j and by the containment property of immediate snapshot, every process that took the immediate snapshot in round r or later will compute a clock vector U ≥ U .
Therefore, we order all atomic snapshots output in E based on the containment order, let U 1 , U 2 , . . . be the resulting sequence (here U ≤ U +1 for each = 1, 2, . . .). Then for each = 1, 2, . . . and for each process i, U +1 [i] = U [i], we add an update operation in which i increments its counter (initially 1) and writes the result to position i in the memory just before U +1 . Notice that since a process only increments its counter after it has output a snapshot,
We call the resulting sequence E and observe that it is a run of the AS model. Indeed, the snapshots taken in E are related by containment and, by construction, each snapshot returns the latest written value for each process. By construction, E and E agree on the sequence of snapshots taken by every given process. Moreover, since the clock vector of process i contains the most upto-date value for every other process and in the first step each process simply writes its initial clock vector in the memory, the set of participating processes as observed by i in E is the same as the set of participating processes observed by i in E . Thus, E is an AS run, and Algorithm 2 simulates AS in IIS.
Every update of the counter of a fast process i eventually appears in the snapshot of every other fast process. Thus, every simulated snapshot of a fast process eventually completes and part(E, i) = part(E ). If a process is not fast, it eventually blocks in trying to complete its snapshot. Thus, fast(E) = live(E ).
infinitely often by the processes of ∞-part(E ), otherwise the snapshots of ∞-part(E ) would be different in E than it is in E where they witness SC(E) infinitely often. Consequently, SC(E) must take infinitely many steps in E , i.e. they belong to ∞-part(E ). Therefore, SC(E) ⊆ fast(E). Now we show that fast(E) ⊆ SC(E). Assume not for contradiction. Let i ∈ fast(E) and i ∈ SC(E). Let R be the minimal round after which no process in SC(E) witnesses a process outside SC(E). We can construct an equivalent execution E ≤ E such that no process outside SC(E) takes steps after R. Since i is not in SC(E), i ∈ ∞-part(E ). Hence fast(E) is not minimal, contradiction.
Proof.
⇒ Let i ∈ fast(E). Since fast(E) ⊆ ∞-part(E), i belongs also to ∞-part(E). Therefore, there exists an infinity of rounds r where V ir ⊆ ∞-part(E). Moreover, as i is fast, we know that G (r)
E contains a path between every process j ∈ ∞-part(E) and i. But we showed that V ir ⊆ ∞-part(E). Hence, G (r) E contains a path between every process of V ir and i. Since there are infinitely many such rounds r, the claim follows.
⇐ Let i be a process such that there are infinitely many rounds r where G (r) E contains a path between every process in V ir and i. We need to prove i ∈ fast(E). Note that the containment property of IS snapshots guarantees that every process j ∈ ∞-part(E)\V ir obtains a snapshot that contains V ir . That is, (j, i) ∈ G r E and hence (j, i) ∈ G (r)
E . Summarizing, we conclude that G (r) E contains a path between every process in ∞-part(E) and i. Since there are infinitely many such rounds and the number of possible paths is bounded, it follows that G * E contains also a path between every process in ∞-part(E) and i. Consequently, i ∈ fast(E).
Thus, i ∈ fast(E) if and only if there exists an infinity of rounds r such that G (r) E contains a path between every process in V ir and i.
